The Direct and Ocean-Mediated Influence of Asian Orography on Tropical Precipitation and Cyclones
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Abstract Prior Global Climate Model (GCM) experiments have shown that the Tibetan Plateau and related orography play a significant role in enhancing the Indian Monsoon, particularly during its onset, and the East Asian Monsoon. However, these experiments have been largely performed with atmosphere-only, lower-resolution GCMs that neglect the influence of atmosphere-ocean coupling, and do not resolve tropical cyclones (TCs). Here we explore the influence of Asian orography on tropical circulations in a Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) GCM at two different atmosphere/land resolutions (~50 and 200 km), and with or without atmosphere-ocean coupling. Atmosphere-ocean coupling is found to play a significant role in the precipitation response due to the Asian orography, enhancing the precipitation increase over the Western North Pacific (hereafter WNP), and drying the Arabian Sea. In these same regions, the higher resolution model, which resolves TCs up to category 3, suggests that Asian orography has a significant influence on TCs, increasing TC frequency in the WNP, and decreasing it in the Arabian Sea. However, in contrast to precipitation, this TC response does not appear to be
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strongly affected by the atmosphere-ocean coupling. Connections between the
direct atmospheric circulation response to Asian orography, ocean circulation
changes, and these various effects on precipitation and tropical cyclones are
analyzed and discussed.
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1 Introduction

Precipitation in South and East Asia is dominated by the seasonal monsoons,
which are more dramatic than anywhere else on the planet. The South Asian
Monsoon is characterized by high moist entropy over South Asia especially the
Bay of Bengal, seasonally reversing winds over the Arabian Sea, and summer
rainfall across South Asia (Molnar et al. 2010). The East Asian Monsoon is
composed of strong spring and summer rainfall over East China and along
a band across Korea and Japan and into the WNP (the Meiyu-Baiu) (Mol-
nar et al. 2010). The rainfall of both these summer monsoons is vital for
agriculture— even small shifts in timing of the South Asian monsoon can be
devastating for crop yields (Gadgil and Kumar 2006). The rainfall can also
be a hazard causing dramatic flooding (Krishnamurthy et al. 2018). Despite
these significant impacts, the mechanisms driving these climatic phenomena
are still a topic of debate. Clarifying understanding of Asian monsoon dynam-
ics is critically important for better prediction of monsoonal rainfall in the
present climate, and preparation for how these systems might change under
increased atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide. Climate projections in
the broad Asian monsoon region remain highly uncertain (Stocker 2014), high-
lighting our still limited understanding of monsoon dynamics and the need for
progress.

General circulation models (GCMs) of the earth’s atmosphere are capable
of simulating the Asian monsoons, albeit with varying degrees of skill (Boos
and Hurley 2013). Thus, targeted experiments with GCMs can be used to dis-
etangle the fundamental drivers of these monsoons. A suggested key factor
for both the South and East Asian Monsoons is Asian orography. Including
the Tibetan Plateau and Himalayas, these are the highest mountains on earth
and stretch over a vast territory (Figure 1a). Experiments removing the Ti-
betan Plateau and related orography (compared to control simulations with
full orography) were performed with some of the earliest GCMs by Hahn and
Manabe (1975). They used an atmosphere-only GCM with prescribed SSTs
and a resolution of about 270 km, and simulated less than a year focused on
the summer months. Despite the relatively crude GCM and short simulation,
they reached a number of conclusions that remain robust today. In particular,
they found the Tibetan Plateau is associated with middle and upper atmo-
sphere heating and high pressure, upward motion and low surface pressure
over India, and northward extension of the South Asian monsoon rainfall.
Since this pioneering study, numerous groups have adopted similar GCM experiment designs to further understand the related monsoon dynamics and other climatic influences of these mountains. Precipitation changes typical of many of these studies are summarized in Figure 2, which shows results from simulations with and without Asian orography from the atmosphere-only 200 km resolution GCM GFDL-AM2.1. The mountains clearly enhance the South Asian Monsoon (e.g., Prell and Kutzbach 1992; Abe et al. 2003), though whether this influence is primarily mechanical or thermal remains a topic of significant debate (Ye and Wu 1998; Wu et al. 2012; Boos and Kuang 2010, 2013). Asian orography also dries extratropical Asia, and is fundamental to the existence of deserts such as the Gobi and Taklimakan (Broccoli and Manabe 1997; Abe et al. 2005; Baldwin and Vecchi 2016). They also enhance the East Asian Monsoon, especially the Meiyu-Baiu, and are likely more essential to its existence than to the South Asian Monsoon (Chen and Bordoni 2014; Molnar et al. 2010; Tang et al. 2012; Sampe and Xie 2010; Lee et al. 2015). The heating of the middle atmosphere by monsoonal latent heat release, which is amplified by the mountains, can drive remote drying over the Mediterranean and the North African and Southwest Asian dry zones (Rodwell and Hoskins 1996; Simpson et al. 2015). The Tibetan Plateau is also found to shape the storm track over Asia in a variety of ways, including driving the midwinter suppression of the Pacific storm track activity (Lee et al. 2013). Some of these studies have explored the impact of smaller portions of the Asian mountain system both to refine understanding and to simulate paleoclimatic periods (Tang et al. 2012; Baldwin and Vecchi 2016; Shi et al. 2014, 2008). These studies suggest that location can be just as important for climatic influence as size of mountains. For example, simulations indicate that the Mongolian Plateau, which lies north of the Tibetan Plateau, plays a bigger role in the atmospheric stationary...
wave pattern than the Tibetan Plateau, despite its smaller size (White et al. 2017). Despite these significant advances, there are still a number of aspects of the climatic influence of Asian orography that remain uncertain. Topics of debate this work seeks to address include details of seasonality of response, the role of atmosphere-ocean coupling, and influence of model resolution and extreme events.

Many prior studies of topographic response have focused on one season, for example JJA to capture most of the Asian monsoon. Going beyond total monsoon response to examine monsoon seasonality, Park et al. (2012) found that the Tibetan Plateau significantly increases WNP precipitation during the monsoon onset period (AMJ), but only very weakly increases it during the monsoon peak (JAS). To explain this effect, they invoke mechanical influences of the southern Tibetan Plateau on the westerly jet which drive downstream convergence and precipitation in a moist atmosphere, consistent with arguments by Takahashi and Battisti as reported by Molnar et al. (2010). Another recent paper found that the Meiyu-Baiu's convection, which dominates summer precipitation in the WNP, is driven primarily by meridional dry enthalpy advection associated with the Tibetan Plateau's stationary wave pattern (Chen and Bordoni 2014). The influence over the WNP appears large and somewhat nonintuitive in seasonality, meriting further exploration.
In addition to limits in the seasonality explored, original studies examining the influence of Asian orography were performed with atmosphere-only GCMs with prescribed SSTs (e.g., Hahn and Manabe 1975). Due to lack of atmosphere-ocean coupling, such experiments do not capture the role of air-sea interaction in influencing monsoon precipitation. This is problematic given significant interaction between the monsoon winds and ocean current changes documented in prior work (e.g., Leetmaa 1972). In light of this, a number of studies have performed topographic flattening experiments incorporating air-sea interaction. These studies include global atmosphere models coupled to slab ocean models (Prell and Kutzbach 1992; Kutzbach et al. 1993; Kitoh 1997; Park et al. 2012), global atmosphere models coupled to more fully resolved oceans (Rind et al. 1997; Kitoh 2002; Abe et al. 2013, 2004; Kitoh 2004; Abe et al. 2005; Kitoh 2007; Kitoh et al. 2010; Abe et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2013, 2015; He et al. 2018), one study with full atmosphere-ocean coupling over only the tropics (Okajima and Xie 2007), a GCM model of intermediate complexity (Koseki et al. 2008), and a high-resolution regional climate model coupled to a mixed-layer ocean model (Wang et al. 2018). Different levels of coupling are often examined in these studies via AGCMs or nudged SST experiments. While details differ, these studies typically indicate that atmosphere-ocean coupling enhances the precipitation response to Asian orography, and can alter the monsoon onset times of various basins. Asian orography exerts a strong influence on SSTs in the WNP, with warming between about 0 and 20°N and cooling between about 20 and 50°N, with the low-latitude SST warming enhancing monsoonal precipitation. Asian orography also consistently cools the Arabian Sea. Despite the general consistency in the pattern of SST changes, questions remain regarding the mechanisms of the SST change, particularly the role of ocean transport versus changes to surface energy balance.

Regarding model resolution, most prior studies exploring the influence of Asian orography employ a typical GCM atmospheric and land resolution of about 2°/200 km. As noted in a prior studies, there is a need to examine topographic influence in higher resolution models (Kitoh et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2015). Higher resolution atmosphere/land has a few advantages in studying precipitation around Asia. First, it captures with greater fidelity than lower resolution models the height of tall mountains critical for the monsoon circulation such as the Himalayas and lower mountains that shape local patterns of precipitation (Boos and Kuang 2010; Kapnick et al. 2014; Baldwin and Vecchi 2016). This leads to improved simulation of the Asian monsoons (Delworth et al. 2012). Second, sufficiently high resolution atmospheres permit formation of TCs, or typhoons as they are called around Asia, which are responsible for significant seasonal and extreme rainfall (Khouakhi et al. 2016). While relatively high resolution regional climate models and atmosphere-only GCMs (AGCMs) have been used to study the climatic impacts of Asian orography (Kitoh et al. 2010; Ma et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2018), there is as yet no investigation of the influences of asian orography using a high resolution atmosphere-ocean coupled GCM (AOGCM).
In this study we further explore the role of mountains in Asian summer monsoon precipitation by using a state-of-the-art high resolution AOGCM. GFDL CM2.5-FLOR, the GCM employed, has an approximately 50 km resolution atmosphere model coupled to a 1° fully resolved ocean model. We flatten topography across Asia, with the largest modification where topography is highest and broadest (i.e., the Himalayas and Tibetan Plateau). While other studies have examined the influence of Asian mountains on winter storms (Park et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2013), to our knowledge this is the first set of simulations able to examine how TCs are influenced by Asian orography. We also performed additional experiments to isolate the role of high resolution and atmosphere-ocean coupling in our results. Regarding TCs, we employ a GCM called LOAR identical to FLOR except with a lower atmospheric and land resolution (~200 km), which limits TC formation. Regarding SST changes, we run simulations of both FLOR and LOAR with SSTs nudged such that the mountain removal cannot influence SSTs except at very short timescales. This set-up is advantageous over simply prescribing SSTs as it allows high frequency air-sea interaction important for realistic simulation of TCs, and tropical rainfall and its variability (Barsugli and Battisti 1998). The SST nudging process also produces metrics which allow us to distinguish the role of ocean transport versus changes in surface energy balance in the mountain-caused SST changes. Altogether, our study contributes new investigation of atmosphere-ocean coupling in Asian orographic influence, exploration of more details of seasonality of response especially over the WNP, and for the first time examination of the role of these mountains in shaping the climatology of TCs.

Section 2 describes the GCMs used in this study in more detail, the observations employed for model validation, and the analysis strategy. Section 3 provides results, describing changes in precipitation, SSTs, and TCs induced by the Asian mountains. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the results and provides discussion and conclusions.

2 Methods

2.1 Models

We utilize two Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) fully coupled atmosphere-ocean GCMs in this study. FLOR (Vecchi et al. 2014; Jia et al. 2014), which is the Forecast-oriented Low Ocean Resolution derivative of CM2.5 (Delworth et al. 2012), has a relatively high resolution ~50 km atmosphere and land, and a relatively lower resolution ~1° ocean. LOAR is identical to FLOR in every regard except for its atmosphere and land resolution, which is a more standard GCM resolution of ~200 km. The high resolution of FLOR allows it to simulate TCs up to Category 3 in strength, while LOAR does not simulate such circulation extremes. Additionally, FLOR resolves high and sharp topographic features, such as the Himalayas, more ac-
accurately than LOAR (Figure 1). All simulations employ the LM3 land model, run with static, modern-day vegetation (Milly et al. 2014).

This family of models' simulation of a variety of climatic phenomena has been examined and validated. Most relevant to the present work are prior studies utilizing these models' simulation of Asian precipitation (Baldwin and Vecchi 2016), extreme precipitation (van der Wiel et al. 2016), and global and WNP TCs (Vecchi et al. 2014; Krishnamurthy et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016).

GFDL CM2.5, which has the same atmosphere as FLOR, exhibits a much improved simulation of monsoon precipitation compared to GFDL CM2.1, which is similar to LOAR (see Figure 7 in Delworth et al. (2012)).

To gain perspective on these GCMs' simulation accuracy, we also use Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) pre-industrial control run data from 30 different GCMs (Taylor et al. 2012). The CMIP5 models utilized and their modeling centers are listed in Table 1.

2.2 Observational datasets

To validate the models' simulation of precipitation, we employ three observed precipitation datasets (TRMM, CMAP, and GPCP). TRMM stands for the “Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission” and is a multisatellite-based precipitation product covering 50°S to 50°N across the globe and available at a 0.25° resolution (Huffman et al. 2007); data from January 2000 to September 2010 is used in this study. CMAP is a merger of five different satellite products spanning the entire globe (Xie and Arkin 1997), while GPCP is a merger of both satellite and ground-based observations (Adler et al. 2003). Both are available at a 2.5° resolution, and data from 1979-2012 are used. To validate the GCMs' simulation of winds, we utilize monthly wind data from the MERRA reanalysis (Rienecker et al. 2011).

Additionally, for some nudged SST model experiments (Nudged2Obs; see Table 2) we employ a climatology derived from the Met Office Hadley Centre SST data (Rayner et al. 2003). AM2.1 is forced with a climatology derived from years 1950-1998 of the Reynolds reconstructed SST dataset (Reynolds et al. 2002).

2.3 Experiments

For both FLOR and LOAR, experiments are run with two different topographic boundary conditions, which will be referred to as “Control” and “FlatAsia”. In Control, present-day topography is used as a boundary condition for the model. In FlatAsia, topography over most of Asia is flattened to the elevation of the surrounding landscape (300 m), with the most dramatic changes around the Tibetan Plateau and Himalaya where the present-day elevation is greatest (Figure 1). This alteration is performed in boundary conditions controlling surface height, gravity wave drag, and boundary layer roughness.
Table 1 CMIP5 GCMs used for validation of the FLOR and LOAR simulations, and the modeling centers that created each GCM. We use monthly precipitation data from each GCM’s pre-industrial control run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCM</th>
<th>Modeling Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1-0</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization and Bureau of Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1</td>
<td>Beijing Climate Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNU-ESM</td>
<td>College of Global Change and Earth System Science, Beijing Normal University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSM4</td>
<td>National Center for Atmospheric Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC-CM</td>
<td>Euro-Mediterraneo sui Cambiamenti Climatici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td>Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques / Centre Europeen de Recherche et Formation Avances en Calcul Scientifique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3.6.0</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization in collaboration with Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-g2</td>
<td>LASG, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences; and CESS, Tsinghua University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-s2</td>
<td>LASG, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-CM3</td>
<td>NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2G</td>
<td>NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M</td>
<td>Met Office Hadley Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-H</td>
<td>Institute for Numerical Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-CC</td>
<td>Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-ES</td>
<td>Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM-CM4</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute for Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR</td>
<td>Meteorological Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5B-LR</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESM</td>
<td>Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESM-CHEM</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute for Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC4h</td>
<td>Meteorological Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC5</td>
<td>Meteorological Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-LR</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-MR</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as in Baldwin and Vecchi (2016). Initializing FlatAsia simulations with extant atmospheric initial conditions adjusted to Control orography causes model instabilities. As a result, all experiments are run from a “cold” start, without atmospheric initial conditions, which allows the model to more robustly adjust to the presence or absence of Asian topography.

We perform an additional set of experiments to isolate the direct climatic influence of Asian orography from that mediated through changing SST. In these experiments (the “nudged SST” versions of both Control and FlatAsia) SSTs are restored to repeating monthly climatologies (Murakami et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015). We nudge to each model’s respective monthly climatology calculated from 100 years of Control run data using a 5-day restoring timescale, effectively removing the influence of flattening Asian topography on climatological SSTs in the FlatAsia experiment. In LOAR, we also ran a
Table 2 GCM simulations employed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Name</th>
<th>Topography</th>
<th>Radiative Forcing Year</th>
<th>SSTs</th>
<th>GCMs Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGCM Control</td>
<td>Modern</td>
<td>1991-2000</td>
<td>Forced with observed climatology</td>
<td>AM2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Coupled Control</td>
<td>Asia flat</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Freely evolving</td>
<td>LOAR, FLOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudged2Model Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restored to Control climatology</td>
<td>LOAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudged2Obs Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restored to observed climatology</td>
<td>LOAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGCM FlatAsia</td>
<td>Asia flat</td>
<td>1991-2000</td>
<td>Forced with observed climatology</td>
<td>AM2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Coupled FlatAsia</td>
<td>Asia flat</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Freely evolving</td>
<td>LOAR, FLOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudged2Model FlatAsia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restored to Control climatology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudged2Obs FlatAsia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restored to observed climatology</td>
<td>LOAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Set of experiments nudged to the observed SST climatology from HADISST; in addition to removing low frequency atmosphere-ocean coupling, these experiments also eliminate model biases in SST. Importantly, SST nudging still allows high frequency air-sea interaction important for TCs and tropical precipitation. This experimental set-up with nudging to both model and observed SSTs is similar to that used in He et al. (2018), except with nudging rather than AGCM simulations.

Table 2 provides a summary of all the GCM simulations examined for this study, other than the CMIP5 simulations used for model validation.

2.4 Analysis strategy

The FLOR Fully Coupled Control experiment was run for 1000 years, and the FLOR Fully Coupled FlatAsia experiment was run for 100 years. Unless otherwise noted, we analyze years 31-100 of both to allow for some model spin-up. LOAR Fully Coupled experiments are run for 300 years each, since the low resolution makes this a more efficient and faster model to run, and we analyze years 201-300. FLOR and LOAR nudged SST experiments are initialized from year 100 of their associated Fully Coupled simulation, and run for 30 years. All 30 years are analyzed.

Prior work has suggested that the Tibetan Plateau exerts a significant influence on deep ocean circulation, in particular decreasing the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) (Fallah et al. 2015). Due to the long timescales associated with these circulations, the ocean in the Fully Coupled FlatAsia simulations may not stabilize from the Fully Coupled Control state
it is initialized from for thousands of years. Due to computational limitations, we only run our simulations for hundreds of years, so the continued deep ocean adjustment will be ongoing over the period of analysis. However, we do not expect this to significantly bias results over the regions of interest for this study (i.e., the WNP and Arabian Sea).

Model-generated TCs are tracked using an algorithm developed by Harris et al. (2016). The algorithm primarily depends on 6-hourly instantaneous sea-level pressure, 10-meter winds, 850 mb relative vorticity, and atmospheric temperature anomalies between 300 and 500 mb. TC track density is determined by counting TC positions for each $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ grid box, then smoothing this count using a 9-point moving average weighted by distance from the center of the grid box. These values are then integrated annually, so TC density results are presented in units of number of TCs per year.

Many result figures will be presented as Control minus FlatAsia (Control - FlatAsia), which can be imagined as the climatic effect of uplifting Asian orography. Statistical significance of most such results is determined using a two-sided $t$-test evaluated at a 95% level. The percent of change in a given quantity due to SST change induced by Asian mountains (i.e., the role of atmosphere-ocean coupling) can be quantified as: \[
\frac{(\text{Control} - \text{FlatAsia}) - (\text{Nudged2Model Control} - \text{Nudged2Model FlatAsia})}{(\text{Control} - \text{FlatAsia})} \times 100.
\]

3 Results

3.1 Model Validation

We test the accuracy of LOAR and FLOR’s simulation by comparing to observed and reanalyzed wind and precipitation data. The comparison is imperfect for a number of reasons, including the shorter temporal span of the observations, and that the LOAR and FLOR simulations have pre-industrial 1860 radiative forcings while the observations are from the late 20th to early 21st century. Nonetheless, the model validation provides important perspective for interpreting the experimental results.

Overall, LOAR and FLOR both provide a reasonably accurate simulation of the large-scale features of summer precipitation and wind across Asia, but exhibit a few notable biases compared to observations (Figure 3). Both GCMs underestimate the strength of the Findlater Jet over the Arabian Sea in AMJ, and exhibit northerly winds over the western side of the basin less present in observations. Rainfall over the Western Ghats on the west coast of India is also weaker in the GCM than observations. FLOR tends to have improved performance compared to LOAR in simulating the spatial distribution of precipitation over places with complex topography, such as the Himalayas (Figure 3). However, both models appear to have a low bias in precipitation over the Bay of Bengal. Over the southern WNP, precipitation is biased a bit high in LOAR and a bit low in FLOR, straddling the observations.
Fig. 3 Precipitation and winds in observations, FLOR, and LOAR. Precipitation and 850 mb wind are shown over the Asian sector for observations (a,b), FLOR Fully Coupled Control (c,d), and LOAR Fully Coupled Control (e,f) for the monsoon onset period AMJ (a,c,e) and the monsoon peak period JAS (b,d,f). Observed precipitation data is from TRMM, and observed wind data is from the MERRA reanalysis.

FLOR and LOAR both capture the general seasonal cycle of precipitation seen in the observations over the southern WNP (Figure 4). Precipitation peaks in August in both LOAR/FLOR and observations, but in LOAR/FLOR reaches a minimum one month late in March rather than February. Both models’ precipitation falls within the range of observations in the summer, but exhibits high biases in the winter typical of CMIP5 models. The LOAR Nudged2Obs simulation also exhibits this bias, albeit somewhat less so than the FLOR and LOAR Nudged2Model experiments. This suggests that SST biases in the Fully Coupled simulations may contribute to the winter precipitation biases, but do not fully explain them.

Keeping these various strengths and biases of the GCMs in mind, we proceed with examination of precipitation, SST, and TC changes due to Asian orography.

3.2 Precipitation

In the annual mean, Asian orography generally enhances precipitation over the Asian monsoon sectors and the WNP, but dries extratropical Asia and farther west into the Mediterranean and Sahel (Figure 5). These large-scale changes are similar to what is found with lower-resolution, atmosphere-only models (Figures 2). The precipitation response also appears to be quite sim-
Fig. 4 Seasonal cycle of WNP precipitation in FLOR/LOAR compared to observations and other models. Precipitation averaged over 0 to 40°N and 110 to 180°W is plotted for TRMM, GPCP, and CMAP observed data (black), CMIP5 models (grey), and LOAR and FLOR Fully Coupled (blue) and SST nudged simulations (red). For all the FLOR and LOAR data, simulations with Control topography are used.

ilar between FLOR and LOAR. This is interesting because in FLOR Asian orography forces large changes in TCs not simulated in LOAR due to its low resolution (Figure 6, discussed in detail in Section 3.4). This suggests that the presence or absence of TCs does not significantly affect the large-scale precipitation pattern, which seems consistent with observational estimates suggesting TCs only contribute 25% or less of rainfall over the WNP in the present climate (Khouakhi et al. 2016; Jiang and Zipser 2010). In the following results, where data from only one of FLOR or LOAR is shown the results are qualitatively the same and quantitatively similar for both.

On a seasonal basis, key differences compared to prior studies emerge. Unlike Park et al. (2012), Asian orography increases WNP precipitation throughout the entire summer monsoon season, including the onset (AMJ) and peak (JAS) (Figure 7). In AM2.1, the AMJ precipitation increase is focused around 30°N. In contrast, in LOAR (Figure 7a) and FLOR (not shown) the AMJ precipitation increase extends farther southward to about 10°N. The area-average AMJ precipitation increase also is approximately doubled in LOAR/FLOR compared to AM2.1 to a precipitation increase of about 20% (Figure 8). As discussed in Section 1, atmosphere-only models including AM2.1 indicate that Asian orography does not enhance WNP precipitation during the monsoon peak. However, LOAR and FLOR exhibit significant increases in WNP precipitation during this season (Figure 7b). Asian orography forces an increase in precipitation centered over Japan, and another one centered around 15°N, which extends far into the Pacific. The area-average precipitation increase induced by Asian orography is not as large as in AMJ in both absolute and percent terms (<10%), however the anomaly importantly goes from zero or even negative to positive.
There are also strong Arabian Sea decreases in precipitation during the monsoon season not present in the AGCM simulations (Figure 2 versus 7). Decreases of more than 2 mm/day occur in places where mean precipitation is not much more than that. Additionally, the drying appears to extend over Southern India. The precipitation decreases are stronger during the monsoon peak (JAS) than the monsoon onset (AMJ), suggesting an inverse link to monsoon circulations.

It is natural to ask the reasons behind these seasonal differences: are these due to the increased spatial resolution in FLOR or to air-sea coupling missing in previous studies? Because these WNP and Arabian Sea changes are found in both FLOR and LOAR, we conclude that increased spatial resolution and resulting TCs are not driving the differences in precipitation response be-
Fig. 6 TC density changes induced by Asian orography. FLOR TC changes due to Asian orography are shaded, and Control TC density is contoured for the Fully Coupled runs (a) and Nudged2Model runs (b). For this analysis only, all available years (1000 total) of the Fully Coupled Control simulation are used, with years 1-30 still thrown out to allow for model spin-up. Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 90% level based on a two-sided $t$-test. Note that the FLOR Nudged2Model simulations have only 30 years, which contributes to making those results less statistically significant.
Fig. 7 Seasonal precipitation changes induced by the Asian mountains and role of atmosphere-ocean coupling. Change in precipitation (Fully Coupled Control - Fully Coupled FlatAsia) is shaded and FlatAsia mean precipitation is contoured for LOAR AMJ (a) and JAS mean (b). The percent of precipitation change due to SST changes induced by the Asian mountains is shaded for AMJ (a) and JAS (b) by comparing the Fully Coupled and Nudged2Model LOAR simulations (see Section 2 for description of this metric). Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided t-test.

While not the focus of this work, the WNP winter precipitation changes tell an interesting and contrasting story to the summer results. Significant precipitation increases in the winter are found in the Fully Coupled and Nudged2Model runs, but not in the Nudged2Obs or AGCM runs (Figures 8). This suggests that the winter precipitation increase may be the result of model SST biases and is spurious. This is distinctly different from the summer precipitation change, in which the AGCM, Nudged2Model, and Nudged2Obs results are consistently less than the Fully Coupled results, and so atmosphere-ocean coupling clearly enhances the precipitation increase due to Asian mountains. LOAR SST biases exist throughout the year, but it appears they play a bigger role in skewing the precipitation change in winter.

3.3 Sea surface temperature (SST)

Asian orography drives strong SST changes in the WNP and Arabian Sea responsible for much of the precipitation change in these regions (Figure 9). The WNP mostly warms between 0 and 30°N and cools from 30 to 60°N, as found in prior work (Kutzbach et al. 1993; Rind et al. 1997; Kitoh 1997, 2002; Okajima and Xie 2007). The Arabian Sea generally cools, which has also been highlighted in prior studies (Prell and Kutzbach 1992; Abe et al. 2013, 2004; Kitoh et al. 2010; Abe et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018; He et al. 2018). These changes are consistent with enhanced precipitation in the south-
Fig. 8 WNP precipitation climatology changes due to Asian orography for different GCMs. Results for the AGCM AM2.1 (a,b), FLOR Fully Coupled (c,d), and LOAR Fully Coupled (e,f) are compared. In the left panels (a,c,e), precipitation climatology is averaged over the WNP (0-40°N, 110-180°W) and plotted for Control (black) and FlatAsia (blue) runs, with one standard deviation above and below shaded. In the right panels (b,d,f), absolute (thick dash) and percent (thin dash) differences between Control and FlatAsia climatologies are plotted, showing results for the standard settings for each model in black (atmosphere-only for AM2.1, Fully Coupled for FLOR and LOAR), in red for Nudged2Model simulations, and in blue for Nudged2Ob simulations, where those simulations are available.

ern WNP and drying of the Arabian Sea, as positive(negative) SST anomalies decrease(increase) static stability, and so increase(decrease) convection.

While the pattern of SST changes is consistent between many prior studies, there is disagreement regarding the role of surface energy balance versus ocean circulation in driving the changes. To clarify these mechanisms, we perform a decomposition of causes of SST change utilizing metrics from our SST nudging process. The GCM outputs metrics that can be used to quantify how much
of the SST difference from the target SST is due to the energy transfer with
the atmosphere versus ocean transport. The equation that governs SST in a
nudged simulation can be summarized as follows:

$$\frac{\delta SST}{\delta t} = ADV + MIX + HFLUX + \frac{1}{\tau}(SST^* - SST),$$  (1)

where $ADV$ and $MIX$ represent fluxes from the ocean to the surface through
advection and diffusion/mixing, respectively, $HFLUX$ represents net heat
fluxes between the atmosphere and the ocean surface (comprising longwave
and shortwave radiation, and latent and sensible heat fluxes), $\tau$ represents the
relaxation timescale for the nudging (5 days in our simulations), and $SST^*$
represents the target SST being nudged to (in this study, Fully Coupled Con-
trol simulation climatology or observed climatology), and $SST$ represents the
model’s SST. $HFLUX$ and $\frac{1}{\tau}(SST^* - SST)$ are diagnostics output by the
model. These can be used to determine the energy transfer from ocean trans-
port as follows. Assuming $SST$ is in steady state so $\frac{\delta SST}{\delta t} = 0$, and grouping the
terms associated with heat fluxes from the ocean ($OCEAN = ADV + MIX$),
Equation 3.3 can be rearranged to:

$$OCEAN = -HFLUX - \frac{1}{\tau}(SST^* - SST).$$  (2)

In our simulations, comparing $HFLUX$ and $OCEAN$ indicates that the
dipole of SST change in the WNP is due to energy transfer with the atmo-
sphere, while the Arabian Sea cooling is primarily due to ocean circulation
changes (Figure 10).
Fig. 10 Oceanic versus atmospheric drivers of SST change. Shaded is Control - FlatAsia change in energy transfer from the atmosphere to the surface (HFLUX; a) and change in ocean heat transport (OCEAN; b). Data is from LOAR Nudged2Model simulations, and these metrics are calculated as part of the SST nudging in the GCM. Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided t-test.

To further examine the WNP SST changes, we decompose the fluxes of energy between the atmosphere and ocean surface (Figure 11). The Nudged2Model simulation data is used because it shows the initial atmospheric forcing on the ocean surface from Asian orography that drives the SST changes—the Fully Coupled simulation data is equilibrated with the surface already and so is less informative. In the south, the warming is driven primarily by decreased latent heat fluxes. In the north, the cooling is driven by increased sensible heat fluxes, decreased shortwave radiation reaching the surface from cloud changes, and a smaller contribution from increased latent heat fluxes. Across the northern WNP region, increases in cloud cover occur at all levels, but most coherently at low and mid-levels (not shown).

In the south, decreased latent heat fluxes occur due to decreased wind speed. Asian orography generates a stationary wave (Hoskins and Karoly...
In the north, the energy balance changes are driven by Asian orography enhancing the East Asian Winter and Summer Monsoons (Chiang et al. 2015; Liu and Yin 2002). In the winter, the enhanced Tibetan high (Figure 12) generates northerly wind anomalies in northeastern Asia (Figure 13; Lee et al. (2013)). These northerlies advect cold, polar air southward, where it is carried...
Fig. 12 Stationary wave pattern induced by the Asian mountains. Annual mean Fully Coupled Control - FlatAsia differences in geopotential height with the zonal mean removed at 200 mb (a) and 850 mb (b). Green contours designate the region of topographic modification and grey shading shows where Control topography is higher than the relevant pressure level. Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided t-test.

along the mean westerlies across the northern WNP. The increased surface-air temperature gradient increases both sensible and latent heat fluxes, cooling the northern WNP. Latent heat fluxes increase less than sensible because this region is cold, and because there are some compensating humidity increases. The cooling is stronger at low levels in the atmosphere (not shown), which increases static stability. In the northern WNP, increasing static stability increases low and mid-level stratus clouds, a result that has also been shown in other observational and modeling studies (Klein and Hartmann 1993; Norris and Leovy 1994; Clement et al. 2009). These clouds further exaggerate the initial cooling by decreasing shortwave radiation reaching the surface. In the summer months, prior studies demonstrate that the Tibetan Plateau leads to warm air advection across this region, fueling convection of the Meiuyu-
Fig. 13 Seasonal changes in winds and wind speed induced by Asian mountains. Shaded Nudged2Model Control - FlatAsia differences in surface wind magnitude; Nudged2Model FlatAsia and Nudged2Model Control - FlatAsia 850 mb wind vectors are plotted in grey and black, respectively. Seasonal averages for AMJ, JAS, OND, and JFM are shown in panels a, b, c, and d, respectively. Green contours designate the region of topographic modification. Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided t-test. Nudged2Model simulation data is used to highlight that these changes are directly driven by atmospheric circulation changes without SST response to the orography. However, results from the Fully Coupled runs are largely similar.

Baiu. Two mechanisms for this warm air advection have been proposed: 1) the enhanced Tibetan high leads the westerly jet to advect higher temperatures across China and Japan into the West Pacific (Sampe and Xie 2010), and 2) the Tibetan Plateau’s stationary wave pattern generates southerlies in the WNP which advect warm air into the MeiYu-Baiu region (Chen and Bordoni 2014). Moist static energy budget analysis of AM2.1 simulations indicates that the latter mechanism is the primary driver (Chen and Bordoni 2014). Either way, the clouds associated with the MeiYu-Baiu further cool the northern WNP by reflecting shortwave radiation. In summary, Asian orography cools the northern WNP throughout the year, but via different mechanisms depending on the season.

The Arabian Sea SST cooling again is not driven through surface energy balance changes, but rather through ocean circulation changes. By blocking cool, dry extratropical air, the Himalayas increase moist entropy in South Asia and the Bay of Bengal, leading to off-equatorial maxima (Boos and Kuang 2010). This drives a longitudinally localized cross-equatorial overturning circulation (Hoskins and Wang 2006; Bordoni and Schneider 2008). At low-levels, northward flow in the northern hemisphere needs to be balanced by friction on westerly winds. Thus, the orography enhances summer low-level southwesterlies across the Arabian Sea known as the Findlater jet (Figure 13), an
Fig. 14  Seasonal 50-m depth ocean upwelling changes induced by the Asian mountains. Fully Coupled LOAR change in upwelling is shown for JFM (a), AMJ (b), JAS (c), and OND (d) seasonal means. Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided t-test.

3.4 Tropical cyclones (TCs)

While found to be unimportant for the precipitation changes, the TC response to Asian orography is interesting in and of itself. It is also unexplored in prior work due to lack of TC-permitting GCMs. Asian orography yields a dramatic increase in TC density in the southern portion of the WNP, reaching 60% of the mean TC density (Figure 6a). In contrast, in the Arabian Sea, Asian orography strongly suppresses the development of TCs. In the present very few TCs form in the Arabian Sea; it appears that this is largely due to the presence of Asian orography.

TC density change in a given location can occur due to alteration of TC genesis or tracks. A metric of TC genesis change also output by the TC tracker (not shown) exhibits a very similar spatial pattern of changes to the total TC density change, with decrease in the Arabian Sea, increase in the WNP, and some increase in the East Pacific. This suggests that the TC density changes...
due to Asian orography can largely be understood as the result of changes in TC genesis.

To examine the climatological drivers of the genesis change, we calculate a genesis potential (GP) index developed by Kerry Emanuel and used in (Camargo et al. 2007):

$$GP = \left| \frac{10^5 \eta}{50} \right|^{3/2} \left( \frac{H}{50} \right)^{3/2} \left( \frac{V_{pot}}{70} \right)^3 \left( 1 + 0.1 V_{shear} \right)^{-2},$$

(3)

where $\eta$ is the absolute vorticity at 850 mb, $H$ is the relative humidity at 600 mb in percent, $V_{pot}$ is the potential intensity (in $\frac{m}{s}$), and $V_{shear}$ is the magnitude of the vertical wind shear between 850 mb and 200 mb (in $\frac{m}{s}$).

High values of GP reflect climatic conditions favorable for TC genesis. Control - FlatAsia GP change exhibits a similar spatial pattern to the TC density and genesis changes, highlighting the relevance of this metric (Figure 15a). We examine percent changes in the components of TC genesis to further disentangle the mechanisms through which Asian orography influences TC density (Figure 16). All the components other than vorticity exhibit spatial patterns of change largely similar to the TC density changes. 600 mb relative humidity and potential intensity exhibit the greatest magnitude of change, implying that these components drive the TC density changes.

We employ the Nudged2Model simulations to further probe the TC changes. In these runs the pattern and magnitude of TC density change is quite similar to the Fully Coupled runs (Figure 6b), despite the fact that there are very limited SST changes and so potential intensity changes are smaller (Figure 16). Due to the similarity between the Nudged2Model and Fully Coupled TC changes, we conclude that Asian orography’s influence on SST is not critical to the TC change in these locations. Differences in relative humidity appear to be the primary cause of TC increase in the WNP and decrease in the Arabian Sea. In contrast, in the Eastern North Pacific there is a smaller increase in TC density that appears to be dependent on atmosphere-ocean coupling; we leave further exploration of the change in the East Pacific to future work.
Different circulation features drive the local relative humidity changes in the WNP and Arabian Sea. In the WNP, the intersection of the Asian mountains' stationary wave first low and second high drive southwesterlies (Figure 17), and upward motion (not shown; Cohen and Boos (2017)). Acting on the vertical and meridional moisture gradients, both of these flows increase relative humidity. In the Arabian Sea, the Asian monsoon's diabatic heating creates low pressure and cyclonic circulation, in accord with Gill (1980). This advects in dry air from the arid north and west (i.e., the Sahara and Mediterranean), which decreases relative humidity (Figure 17). An additional contributing factor is the drying subsidence over the Kyzylkum desert north of the Arabian Sea, which is a remote response to the monsoon heating (Rodwell and Hoskins 1996). Asian orography suppresses TC activity in the Arabian Sea from May through November (not shown), spanning most times of year when TCs occur occasionally over this region in the present climate (Evan and Camargo 2011).

4 Summary & Discussion

In our simulations, Asian orography impacts monsoonal precipitation both directly through altering the atmospheric circulation, and indirectly through the atmosphere’s impact on the ocean. This is shown by comparing the Fully Coupled and Nudged2Model simulations, in which the mountains’ low-frequency impact on SST is removed. Over the WNP, the mountains drive a dipole of SST change with warming to the south and cooling to the north, modulated by changes to the surface energy balance. This in turn increases the mountains’ enhancement of WNP precipitation during monsoon onset (AMJ), and drives
Fig. 17 Annual mean wind changes induced by the Asian mountains overlaying mean specific humidity. Control - FlatAsia change data is from the Nudged2Model FLOR runs, and specific humidity is from the FLOR Nudged2Model FlatAsia run. Anomalies are only shown where statistically significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided t-test. Nudged2Model simulation data is used to highlight that these changes are directly driven by atmospheric circulation changes without SST response to the orography. However, results from the Fully Coupled runs are largely similar.

precipitation increase during the monsoon peak, a period when the mountains play little role in the prior simulations of Park et al. (2012). Over the Arabian Sea, the mountains’ enhancement of low-level southwesterlies drives coastal upwelling, SST cooling, and significantly enhances the drying over this region. Overall, the Asian mountains play a significantly larger role in monsoonal precipitation when atmosphere-ocean coupling is allowed, which echoes prior work on this topic.

There are some notable differences in our results regarding atmosphere-ocean coupling compared to prior work. As with a number of prior studies, we attribute cooling of the northern WNP largely to cloud changes (Kitoh 1997, 2002). However, we also find an important role for sensible heat fluxes. Regarding atmospheric circulation changes driving this northern WNP SST cooling, while prior work has discussed winter subtropical anticyclone enhancement (Kitoh 1997, 2002), we also describe summer cooling generated by an enhanced East Asian Monsoon. Over the southern WNP, we find decreases in latent heat fluxes drive warming by Asian orography, consistent with Okajima and Xie (2007); in contrast, Kitoh (2004) concluded that ocean circulation change drove southern WNP warming while the surface energy fluxes generated oppositional cooling. Finally, over the Arabian Sea we find cooling is generated by ocean circulation changes, and especially coastal upwelling. He et al. (2018) recently performed similar experiments examining effects of Tibetan Plateau heating, and found instead that horizontal oceanic transport and some surface energy balance changes drove Arabian Sea cooling. These differences in results could be due to a number of differences in our methodol-
ogy compared to prior studies. We use higher resolution GFDL GCMs, while most prior studies use lower resolution GCMs from different modeling centers. We flatten just Asian orography while many prior studies flatten all across the globe. Finally, our method of distinguishing oceanic versus surface energy balance sources of SST change and decomposing the surface energy balance uses metrics from the SST nudging process not used in relevant prior work.

Our study also presents the first examination of the climatic influence of Asian orography with TC-permitting simulations. The mountains are found to have a large influence on the spatial distribution of TCs, increasing TC density up to 60% in the WNP, and eliminating most TCs in the Arabian Sea. Interestingly, while these are hotspots of the role of atmosphere-ocean coupling for precipitation, change in SSTs may enhance but do not seem to be the primary driver of the TC changes. Over the southern WNP, upward motion associated with the Asian mountains’ stationary wave pattern increases mid-level relative humidity and in turn increases TC genesis. Over the Arabian Sea, a Gill-type cyclonic circulation response to the Asian mountains fluxes in dry air from the deserts to the west and north. Combined with remote subsidence also driven by the monsoon heating, mid-level relative humidity in this region significantly decreases, in turn suppressing TC genesis. The climatology of the few Arabian Sea TCs in the present climate has maxima in June and November (Evan and Camargo 2011). We find that Asian orography suppresses TCs over this region from May to November, including preventing almost any TC occurrence in the peak monsoon season of JAS. However, the Arabian Sea TC climatology still exhibits the double peak even in the absence of Asian orography. This seems consistent with a weaker monsoon circulation still existing, and suppressing some summer TCs, in the FlatAsia experiments.

Overall, these regional TC changes provide new perspective on the drivers of the present pattern of TCs across the Asian sector. The WNP has some of the highest density of TCs across the globe, and while it might seem straightforward to attribute this high density to the high SSTs in this region, our results suggest a significant role for the relative humidity changes driven by the orographic landmass over Asia. In contrast, TCs are very sparse in the Arabian Sea, likely driven by the overall monsoon circulation but also enhanced by local relative humidity decrease from Asian mountains.

While precipitation changes over land were not the focus of this study, it is interesting to note that our simulations find a dipole of precipitation change over India due to Asian orography. Precipitation increases in northern India, especially close to the Himalayas, and decreases over southern India (Figures 5 and 7). It seems this change may be contingent on atmosphere-ocean coupling: drying over southern India is not clear in the AM2.1 simulations (Figure 2), southern India exhibits a large role for coupling in the precipitation response during AMJ (Figure 7b), and the main other study documenting this effect also uses AOGCMs (Abe et al. 2013). The coupled response over the Arabian Sea causing cooling and drying likely bleeds into southern India, flowing along monsoonal southwesterlies, driving or at least enhancing the drying. Importantly, while Asian orography overall enhances the monsoon circulations over
South Asia, such as the Findlater Jet, this does not translate to precipitation increases across all of South Asia. This conclusion echoes prior work showing that African mountains strengthen the cross-equatorial Somali Jet but do not increase monsoonal precipitation (Wei and Bordoni 2016; Chakraborty et al. 2002).

There are a number of limitations of this work which motivate further research. First, we only explored means but not climatic variability. While the tropical cyclone changes did not significantly alter the precipitation response to Asian orography on an annual mean or seasonal basis, it is plausible that they alter the variance and extremes of precipitation. Also, in this work we did not disentangle mechanical versus thermal influences of the orography. Two recent studies (He et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018) find that the thermal influence of the Tibetan Plateau on the South Asian monsoon circulation is reduced by atmosphere-ocean coupling. This presents an interesting contrast with our work and other studies finding enhancement of Asian orography’s precipitation change by atmosphere-ocean coupling. In light of these results, we hypothesize that it is the mechanical influence of the orography that is most enhanced by related SST changes. Finally, we only experimented with one set of flattened topographic boundary conditions. Our results should not necessarily be interpreted as primarily due to the Tibetan Plateau, as particular orographic sections such as the Mongolian Plateau and the Himalayas have an outsized impact on the winter stationary wave and the monsoon circulation respectively (White et al. 2017; Boos and Kuang 2010). Beyond studying influence of subsections of Asian orography, it would be interesting to employ the framework used in this study to explore the impact of topography already theorized or observed to be of key importance for TCs, such as the Papagayo and Tehuantepec gaps in Central America (Steenburgh et al. 1998; Zehnder et al. 1999). We have work exploring this latter question already underway.
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